We propose a linear time algorithm that associates with any planar graph G a stratiÿcation having a particular layered spanning tree of G. Using this stratiÿcation, an algorithm to obtain a 2-visibility drawing of G is described.
Introduction
In [7] , particular spanning trees of 3-connected plane graphs, called canonical spanning trees were introduced. These trees are used for compact encoding of plane graphs.
Here we extend the notion of canonical spanning tree to any planar graph using stratiÿcation. A stratiÿcation is a layered spanning tree associated with two forests which partition the graph's edges. Starting from a planar map of a graph G, a linear time algorithm is presented to compute a stratiÿcation of G. This algorithm modiÿes the original map into a new planar map of G. The edges of the two forests and of the spanning tree of a stratiÿcation are organized around the vertices like they are in a realizer [15] .
Graph drawing algorithms are increasingly used in graphic user interfaces of many software systems. Examples include databases [2, 13] , CASE tools, software engineering [1, 12] and VLSI technology [11] . The quality and the aesthetic criteria of a drawing depend on the context-speciÿc issues. Visibility drawings [16, 17] are orthogonal drawings where the vertices are represented with rectangles and the edges with vertical lines. This model has been extended to 2-visibility drawings [8] where edges are vertical or horizontal straight lines. In such drawings, edge-crossings are not allowed. In [3] , a linear time algorithm gives 2-visibility representation on a grid of size (n−1)×(n−1), where n is the number of vertices of the graph.
Here, we present an algorithm, based on the stratiÿcations to compute 2-visibility drawings on a grid of size n − 1 × n − 2.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some deÿnitions. In Section 3, the stratiÿcation of a graph is introduced. A linear time algorithm to ÿnd a stratiÿcation of a graph is described in Section 4. The 2-visibility drawing algorithm is detailed in Section 5.
Deÿnitions
The graphs we deal with are simple and undirected. A graph G is called planar if it has a drawing without crossing edges. A planar embedded graph is a representation of a planar graph G where vertices v are equipped with the list A(v) of their neighbors sorted in the clockwise order around v induced by the planar drawing. So a planar embedded graph can be also viewed as the set of the planar drawings having the same representation. We can associate with an embedded graph G an orientation of its edges to obtain an embedded DAG G . For example, such a DAG can be speciÿed using a numbering of the vertices and orienting the edges from lower-numbered vertices to higher-numbered vertices. G and G have the same adjacency lists. Such a DAG associated with a graph G is called a covering DAG of G. A tree T is a connected acyclic (undirected) graph. A rooted tree is a tree with a distinguished vertex named the root of the tree. In the sequel, all the trees are rooted. A spanning tree of a graph G = (V; E) is a tree T = (V; E ) where E ⊂ E. The unique path in the tree from the root to a vertex v is called the branch of v, and is denoted by B(v).
For an edge (u; v) of T , the vertex u is said to be the parent of v (denoted by u = Pa(v)) if B(v) contains the vertex u. In this case, v is a child of u (denoted by v ∈ Ch(u)). More generally, u is an ancestor (resp. descendant) of v, if u is the parent (resp. a child) of v or if u is an ancestor of the parent (resp. a descendant of a child) of v. A vertex without (resp. with) children is called a leaf (resp. inner vertex). If u is an inner vertex with k children, the k=2 th child of u is called the median child of u.
In the case of an embedded graph, for any vertex u the list A(u) is considered to be ordered in the clockwise order. So for an embedded tree, any vertex u has a ÿrst child and a last child. Moreover, if v; w are two children of u, then they are siblings and, moreover, if v appears before (resp. after) w in A(u), then w is a right sibling (resp. left sibling) of v. This can be extended by saying that a vertex v is on the right (resp. left) of another vertex w if an ancestor of v is a right (resp. left) sibling of an ancestor of v. The notation u ¡ T v (resp. u ¿ T v) is used to say that u is on the left (resp. right) of v. We can easily extend to digraphs the previous deÿnitions.
Deÿnition 1.
• A layering of a graph (directed or not) G = (V; E) is a partition of V into subsets L 0 ; L 1 ; : : : ; L k called layers. We denote by L(v) the index of the layer of a vertex v.
• A layering of a tree T with L(Pa(u)) ¡ L(u) for every non-root vertex u is called a T -layering.
• A D-layering L T of a DAG G = (V; E) based on the tree T is a layering of G such that:
• An ordered layeringL of a graph G is a layering of G where each layer L i ofL is ordered by a relation ¡ i .
• An ordered T -layeringL of an embedded tree T is an ordered layering of T where:
•L is a T -layering of T .
• For any layer
• An ordered D-layeringL T of an embedded DAG G based on the embedded tree T is an ordered layering of G satisfying:
• T is an embedded spanning tree of G such thatL T is an ordered T -layering of T .
•
• An ordered D-layeringL T of an embedded G is an ordered D-layering of one of its covering DAGs.
Example. Fig. 1a is an ordered D-layering of G 1 based on the tree T 1 (Fig. 1b) . Fig. 1c is an ordered layering of a graph G 2 that is not an ordered D-layering of this graph. 
Stratiÿcation
Let G be a planar embedded DAG which admits an ordered D-layering based on the embedded tree T . Then we call nephew, the non-symmetrical relation induced by the directed edges of G − T . Naturally, if u is a nephew of v then v is an uncle of u. Let u be a vertex of G, we denote by:
Deÿnition 2. Let G = (V; E) be an embedded planar DAG which admits an ordered D-layeringL T based on the embedded tree T .L T is a stratiÿcation of G if
This deÿnition is the key of our algorithm, which builds such a stratiÿcation for any planar graph. Property (1) of the deÿnition states that each vertex has at most two nephews, one on its left and one on its right. The second property says that a nephew of a vertex could not be one of its descendants. The next ÿgures could help to clarify the other properties of the deÿnition.
In Fig. 2a , the black vertex is the left nephew of u. It appears between two children of u and this is forbidden by property (3) of the deÿnition. Property (4) does not allow a symmetrical situation. In Fig. 2b , the layer of the black vertex is higher than those of u and the black vertex is between u and Ne R(u) in the tree T . This is forbidden by property (5) of the deÿnition. Property (6) forbids a symmetrical situation.
Property (7) ensures that the layers of the uncles of a vertex are higher than the layer of its parent. The example of Fig. 2c is forbidden by this property.
Using the previous notations, the set of the neighbors of any vertex u is the disjoint union of the sets {Pa(u)}, Un L(u), Ne L(u), Ch(u), Ne R(u), Un R(u) (see Fig. 3 ).
Fig. 4 gives an example of a stratiÿcationL T based on T = (R(A(E)) (B)(C(F))(D(G(H )))).
A realizer of a maximal plane graph is a partition of inner edges into 3 spanning trees where the edges around a given vertex v are organized as in Fig. 3 . Realizers were introduced by Schnyder [14, 15] . If we complete the stratiÿcation with the two forests induced by the relations Ne L and Ne R, we obtain a generalization of realizer to any planar graph.
So the main di erence between realizer and stratiÿcation lies in the fact that a stratiÿcation can be deÿned for any connected planar graphs.
Theorem 3. Let G be a planar graph. There exists an embedded planar DAGG of G which admits a stratiÿcationL T .
A constructive proof of this result is given by the algorithm described in the next section.
A stratiÿcation algorithm

A rough sketch of the algorithm
Our algorithm starts from a planar embedding of a planar graph G and calculates a stratiÿcationL T of G. Such a planar embedding can be given, for instance, by the linear time algorithm described in [6] .
This algorithm is a recursive procedure Build that processes a piece of the stratiÿcation at each step. Sometimes a critical edge is detected. Such an edge links two vertices of two di erent branches of the treated stratiÿcation. So, in this case the procedure is recursively called for the substratiÿcation between the two branches. This last call builds a substratiÿcation which is "under" the critical edge. This makes it possible to deÿnitely set the position of the vertices of the critical edge at the right layer in the stratiÿcation. So the procedure Build has three parameters: two potential vertices (called Right Corner: and Left Corner: ) 1 of a critical edge and the list of the leaves (called Current) of the processed stratiÿcation between these two corners. Moreover, each call to the procedure generates a list of vertices labeled Next , that will be carried through as Current: at the next call. The algorithm terminates when Current and Next are empty. At the beginning, we place an arbitrary vertex (denoted by R) in the layer L 0 of the stratiÿcation and its neighbors in the graph on the layer L 1 with respect to the embedding. The ÿrst call of the procedure uses this list of neighbors as Current, but no corners: Build (nil, A(r), nil). 
Description
At each recursion level (i.e. a call of Build (lc, Current, rc)), the vertices are removed from Current one by one from the left to the right and become successively Active:
. When a call of Build is terminated, all the vertices of its list Current are assigned to a layer in the stratiÿcation. These vertices are then labeled Fixed: (Fig. 5) . A vertex will be labeled Free:
if it is not in any of the lists Current or Next. During the execution of the algorithm, vertices that are not labeled Free or Fixed are called Alive. belong to several critical edges. The left, (resp. right) critical edges are those edges that have v as source and, as target, a vertex labeled Next (resp. current) or Left Corner (resp. Right Corner). These critical edges are used to identify the nephews of the active vertex. The adjacency list of the active vertex v is explored from its father. We identify the left (resp. right) nephew of v, if it exists, as the target of the last (resp. ÿrst) encountered critical left (resp. right) edge. It is important for the proof of the algorithm to notice that the nephews of any vertex are always ÿxed after their uncle. If such nephews exist, for each of them, the procedure Build is called. For the left nephew, the parameters will be Ne L(v) (resp. v) for the left corner, v (resp. Ne R(v)) for the right corner and the list of the Alive vertices in Next (resp. Current) between them as Current for the new call. Since they will be ÿxed by the recursive call, these Alive vertices are extracted from the list Next (resp. Current).
When these two calls are ÿnished, the nephews get their previous labels and the heights of the active vertex and its nephews have to be updated. This evaluation is made in three consecutive steps using the three following rules:
(1) the Active vertex v has a left nephew:
When these heights are updated, the Free neighbors of the active vertex are placed in Next in the order deÿned by A(v) from the father of v. These neighbors of v become its children in the stratiÿcation. Their heights are initialized to L(v) + 1. In order to obtain a stratiÿcation, an orientation of the edges is needed. This orientation is natural: edges are oriented from a vertex to its children and its nephews.
In the sequel, we will prove that, at this point of the algorithm, the embedded graph of the substratiÿcation induced by the Fixed and Alive vertices considering only the edges starting from a Fixed one is planar even if the embedding has changed. This implies that the resulting drawing of G may not respect the initial embedding. Now, if the active vertex has no children then we need to update the right ÿxed branch height of the last vertex of list Next: rfbh(Next last()) ← max(rfbh(Next last()); L(v)). If the active vertex has a child we need to set the right ÿxed branch height of the last child of v: rfbh(children(v) last()) ← rfbh(v).
Proof of the algorithm
Let G = (V ; E ) be the subgraph of G where V is the set of the Fixed or Alive vertices and E is the set of the edges of G with a Fixed vertex. During the algorithm, the embedding of G is modiÿed and we need to have the current embedding for the proof. So with each vertex v of G we associate a current image of its adjacency list denoted by (A(v)): 
By extension, (G) is the embedded graph deÿned by the lists (A(v))
. In fact, is never computed. For a call of the procedure Build, we denote by G B the subgraph of G induced by the vertices of Current and all the Free vertices connected to one of Current by Free vertices.
Lemma 4. At each step of the algorithm, the following properties are respected:
• A stratiÿcation of G is computed such that each internal layer contains at least one Fixed vertex.
• (G) is a planar embedded graph.
• Every Fixed vertex does not have Free neighbors.
Proof. We prove by induction on the size of G B that the properties of the lemma are still true after a call of Build. If |G B | = 1, Current contains only one vertex v which becomes Active. This vertex is not connected to any Free vertex. So the call of Build consists only of the re-evaluation of the heights of v and its corners. Obviously, we still have a stratiÿcation of G . When the call of Build is ÿnished, since v is now Fixed, it is added into G and to the edges if they exist, from v to the corners of the call. In this case, (G) is not modiÿed, so it remains planar. This proves that the properties of the lemma are still true after a call of Build if |G B | = 1.
Assume that the induction properties are true if |G B | 6 n, let us prove that they are still true after a call of Build where |G B |=n+1. When the Active vertex v is processed, it can have critical edges. In this case, two calls of Build can be done. For each call, the corresponding G B has less than n vertices. So, the properties of the lemma are still true after these calls. L(v))) . A similar modiÿcation could be induced by a right nephew of v. We will show that (G) is still planar after this modiÿcation of .
Let G F be the Free vertices connected to the Free neighbors of v (resp. Ne L(v)) after Ne L(v) in (A(v)) (resp. before v in (A (Ne L(v))) ). Because of the modiÿcation of (G), this subgraph has been "shifted over" the edge (v; Ne L(v)) (see Fig. 6 ). As in the previous (G), a planar embedded graph, G F is bounded by the cycle composed of the edge (v; Ne L(v)) and the two branches of v and Ne L(v). In these branches, all the vertices are Fixed. Since such vertices have not Free children, there is no path from these Fixed vertices to those of G F that do not use the vertices v or Ne L(v). So the new embedded graph (G) is still planar. Since it is obvious that the properties of the lemma are true at the initialization of the algorithm, the lemma is proved.
Lemma 5. The time complexity of the algorithm is O(n).
Proof. As we can see in Fig. 7 , there is only one loop on the transition diagram. The transition Next → LeftCorner occurs when the vertex is the left nephew of some other vertex. The number of loops is bounded by the degree of the vertex. Hence, the algorithm terminates. The cost of a loop is a constant time. When we deal with the active vertex, we process its adjacency list only twice: once to determine the nephews and once to ÿnd the Free vertices. So each edge of the graph is considered 4 times (2 times for the source and 2 times for the target). As a vertex is updated only one time, the cost of all vertices is O(m) where m is the number of edges of G. Since the graph is planar O(m) = O(n). 
Properties of the obtained stratiÿcations
LetL T be a stratiÿcation of a planar graph G obtained by the previous algorithm.
Proposition 6. If G has more that 6 vertices (n ¿ 6), then the layered tree T has at most n − 2 leaves.
Proof. Since the root r can be chosen with a degree at most 5 (all planar graph has at least one vertex with a degree at most 5), obviously the root cannot be the parent of all the vertices, so there is at least one other inner vertex.
Proposition 7.
If G is not a chain then the height ofL T is at most n − 1.
Proof. It is obvious that there is no empty layer inL T . So let us show that there is at least one layer with two vertices.
If no vertex has any nephews then there is at least one vertex that has at least two children (G is not a chain). Since these two children have no nephews, they are on the same layer.
Assume now that there is a vertex with a nephew. Consider the last critical edge e = (v; u) (u = Ne L(v) or u = Ne R(v)) processed by the algorithm.
If u and v are on the same layer, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, since u is a nephew of v it has been placed on an upper layer than v before v was ÿxed. So on L(v) there was another vertex ÿxed (cf. Lemma 4). 
2-Visibility representation
For this type of drawing only vertical and horizontal lines are allowed for the edges and vertices are rectangles.
This type of representation has been proposed in [8] [9] [10] 18, 19] . A grid of size (n − 1) × (n − 1) is used in [3] to obtain such kind of drawings with a linear time algorithm for planar graphs.
Here, we present new linear time algorithm for 2-visibility drawings. This algorithm is based on the construction of a stratiÿcationL T of a planar graph G. Such kind of stratiÿcation is obtained in linear time (see the previous section). The size of the grid of the obtained drawing is the product of the height of the layered tree T by the number of its leaves:
The algorithm is based on a postÿx run in T . It can be carried out in two steps. In the ÿrst one, the tree T is set on a grid and its vertices are horizontally stretched. In the second step, these horizontal rectangles are stretched vertically and the edges are drawn.
In the sequel, we will say that a rectangle r 1 can horizontally see (resp. can vertically see) a rectangle r 2 if there exists a row (resp. a column) that intersects r 1 and r 2 .
The ÿrst step: the ordinate of the center of each rectangle r v associated with a vertex v is given by its height in the layered tree T . Its abscissa is computed in the following way: a column is allocated to each leaf from left to right. An inner vertex is always placed in the column of its children before being horizontally stretched. With a postÿx processing, the rectangle r v of each inner vertex v is deÿned as large as necessary to be able to vertically see all its children. So the rightmost (resp. leftmost) column of r v is the left-most (resp. right-most) of the rectangle of its ÿrst (resp last.) child (Fig. 8) .
The second step: the rectangle r v of each vertex v is vertically stretched in such a way that r v can horizontally see all the rectangles of its uncles. These stretches are always made downward. So the lowest row of r v is the highest row of the lowest uncle of v (Fig. 9) .
The edges of T are drawn vertically. If a vertex v is the ÿrst or the last child of a vertex u, then the edge u; v are drawn in the middle of the common column of r v and r u . Otherwise, the edge is drawn from the middle of r v to r u . The edges between a vertex u and one of its nephew v are drawn horizontally from the middle of the last row of r u to r v (Fig. 10 ).
Lemma 9.
There is no overlapping of vertices in the drawing and there is no crossing of edges.
Proof. First of all, the leaves of the tree are all placed in di erent columns, moreover, an inner vertex is always initially placed under its children. The stretch of rectangles of vertex is done in such a way that it remains under rectangles of its children. This is guaranteed by the postÿx run of T in the treatment. This ensures that if two vertices u; v are neither ancestor nor descendant, they do not share columns and they do not intersect.
If the vertex v is a child of u, then their rectangles could not intersect. E ectively, the rectangle of v could be stretches downward to the highest row of its lowest uncle, but this row is always higher than the highest row of u (see property 7 of the stratiÿcation's deÿnition). So inductively, if u, is an ancestor v, their rectangles could not intersect. So we have shown that we do not have any overlapping.
Clearly, since there is no higher vertex between a vertex and its nephews (see properties 5 and 6 of the stratiÿcation's deÿnition), we are sure that any edge (v; Ne L(v)) or (v; Ne R(v)) does not intersect neither a vertex nor an edge.
Theorem 10. The previous algorithm computes in linear time a 2-visibility drawing of any connected planar graph on a grid of size (n − 1) × (n − 2) if n ¿ 6.
Proof. Since in the drawing, there is no overlapping of rectangles and since all the edges are horizontal or vertical straight lines, the algorithm provides 2-visibility drawings of graphs. By construction, the size of the grid used for the drawing is done by the size of the tree of the stratiÿcation that is (n − 1) × (n − 2).
Remarks and comments. Independently, in [5] , it has been proved that, an orderly spanning tree can be associated with any planar graph. Here, an identical result is done since stratiÿcations describe such orderly spanning trees.
Moreover, in [4, 5] it has been proved that, for any maximal plane graph, there is an orderly spanning, and so a stratiÿcation, with at most 2n=3 leaves. So, using this result, it is possible to obtain a 2-visibility drawing with a grid of size n × 2n=3 (see [5] ) for any plane graph.
